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E Away in a Wayfarer continued from page 65

came abeam of us-we allered course for quarter of an hour to keen clear of taken by a sailing vessel at sea. and even
.: to 215, allowing for the tide coming oit thb. 'orhecrly eddy on the steadily dying a large ketch selling five sails was unazble

of aitŽic te D)ouarneez. anm hoping to br. to overhaul us even though Cal!ypso
arrive halfway tclwcen Tevennec and 1: .tov wc had lost sight of land adl was now undereanvassed. The passace
La Veillc light houses. I was fairly had liltIc colfidence in our DR as our ended with us bealuil up the welli -it

" - apprehcnsive ahout Raz de Scin as we set of tidal stream data connlicted. Tlhc waers of Anse de Benodet and ancho ing5 would be going throighi on itic full ebb sky looked very unsettled, und never jujst after midni_ght in the Odet River.
stream, so we got our big Matthcws have I longed for a ihunderstorm so which is claimed to he the most beauliful
pump set up and stowed everything much. It was certainly preferable to the in Fr-nce.
.away in preprationl for a rough ride. thoutght cf being becalmed and swept Bcnodet was as far as our BritishI iThis pump has a capacity of 18 g.p.nm. through that maelstrom again when the chtrts went, so we bought a selection. of
and swivels on the stern locker bulkhead tide turnecd in ihc night. Prayers were Ilondell coloured charts and used the
in stich a way thait it can he operatld soon answered as a squall swept down on all thce way to Marseille. Athough these
wilh onc hand by the helmsman on the us and putshed us on lo Audierne. By look more like maps than charts, they
weather gunwhale. leaving the navigator the time we arrived there it was dark. are cxtremclv useful bein eas to ea
free to get on witli hlis joh. Razni must but the entra nce was very casy becaus, agd hvir.g ;anlot other usefv intortr,a-
be second only to the Eiltel Tower in of three secter lights. Wc rowed up lon such as tidal stream data, weather
being the most photographed object in the r ' at low water past rows of statiostics much sorea dtti and ke:ces
Fralnce. FrI,n thc ntihber of postcards ocea. . iioc lunnyen.c looking very soa rstics. mucf th orec dctlil and ske:zhef
1 lhazd seen of it, and as I had been picttu .nc with their tall white-tipped enodet. Peler saidstlineo As kn ocit
through two years ago on an ocean rods u)'tininated by the quayside lights. 'o . - . '
racer, I reckoned I rhuuld be able to We anchored near thz bridge over a nobody asked us if we had satled from
recognise it. spit so as to dry out and lessen 'he England.-' Calypso normally a:ttractel

* At 1745 I picked out a section of risk of bcing dragged under the bridge a lot of attention with lher red enscoi
coasiline on oir port beam. A light- by the strong tide. There v'as only one up and a lot of otir time would he spemt
house etnerged from the haze dead other yacht on the river. 1 slumped answering a barrage of qustions ahout
ahacad. It munst be Tevennce as it uack exhausted from ncrvous tension and the boat, our equipment. the weath,r "c
seemed so far offshore, so we altered woke an hour later to find Peter had had had and other aspects of tile vo:ic2.course to go insidc it. Ten n,inutes cooked up a steaming hot plate of prawvn On thc cmrtise we found bthti locals and
later. Peter said: " It looks just like La curry. yachtsmen of all nationalitics very h.lp-
Veille''. It was La Veille. We had We stayed in Audiernc because of bad ful and hospitable to us-Peter said he
bcen right past Tevernec Island two weather, but wt managed to leave on had never had so many free drin!s in
nmiles to starboard withoutt even seceig 8 August well reefed down on a strong his life! 1: would be im;nossibIt toI it. Right now we were being swept northerly. The wind moderated during mention all those who had been kind to
towards the dangerous waters between the dav, and when we arrived at Pointe u1s.
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lb.. f:iiing scas on nur port bow. We with six yachts visible converging on by the pupils of the Centre Nautique
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AWAY IN A WAYFARER

The Centre Nautique des Glenane is more akin to an outward bound course

than a sailing school. The instructors and pupils (both sexes) live in tents.

Calypso was beached on Isle Penfret behind a group of rocks which broke the

swell, and energetically hauled up by the "inhabitants' - boat rollers being

flung from stern to bow in rapid succession. We were treated to a meal by

the pupils in an old cottage in an incredible atmosphere of gaiety and "Joie

de vivre". After washing down the meal with their own home-brewed rough

cider, we spent the evening talking, and singing around a log fire.

Saturday was spent exploring the islands, sometimes accompanying the

sailing school flotilla. The islands we found fascinating, and the water was

so clear that we never lost sight of the bottom. We left the flotilla with

mucih hornblasting, cheering and waving, and after hearing the 1758 forecast,

(which as usual lowered morale) - this time talking about cyclonic winds,

drizzle and fog, we passed the North end of Penfret and were on our way again.

At 1940 I pulled in the largest mackerel I have ever seen only to lose

it within six inches of being on board. As compensation, I included a tin of

mackerel fillets in the menu for our evening meal. As the light faded in an

ominous looking sky, I went through the normal routine of preparing for night

sailing; setting up the compass light, hauling our masthead light up on the

burgee halyard and crawling into the bow locker to unstow lilo, plastic

blanket and extra night clothing. Peter handed over as Isle de Groix came

abeam and my watch was spent avoiding steamers coming out of Lorient and trying

desperately to keep awake - veering 400 each side of our course of 1355 towards

the Quiberon Peninsula still over the horizon. I now quote from the log book.

0320. PHJ came back on watch. Squally weather going back to NVW or so.

Clouds scudding across near full moon.



0410. PIU sighted indeterminate lights port bow.

0430. PHJ bore away on hearing thunderous surf, and seeing large rock

on port bow. Then woke PRC who suggested gybing and was then unable to decide

whether we were going due E or W. Controversy.

0440. PRC fully awake and panic over when -Quick Flashing Light sighted

bearing 1200; Green fixed light bearing dae N did not tally on charts so

ignored. Course 220 . White light periodically obscured over port quarter.

0500. Went back to original course of 1400.

0520. Wind NR 3. Speed 3 knots. Qk. Fl. White light turned green.

Bleak grey dawn breaking through.

0
0530. Green light now back to white sector bearing 105

0940. Can hear whistling buoy. Qk. Fl. light bearing 900. Sext. alt.

27' gives 2 miles off. Altered course to 110 for buoy. Passed yacht -

helmsman said very casually. in French "lMy wife bids you good morning'.

0630. Passed red and white whistling buoy. Pointed up on port tack.

Beat to port leaving chateua on headland (many breakers) to port.

0645. Sailed round harbour for moorings. Found none. Lowered jib,

tacked round, then anchored, lowered main and rowed backwards.

0700. Had cold snack. Slept in oilskins under spray cover.

We spent four days galebound in Port Maria; days spent admiring the sea

breaking on the rocks we had approached that dark night - this part of the coast

is known as La Cote Sauvage and justly so; exchanging yarns with other weather-

bound yachtsmen of various nationalities; doing a few minor repairs and mainten-

ance mostly with our glassfibre repair kit.

The excellent weather maps in the Figaro gave us imich to swear at. One

morning I woke to be told that Calypso had broken loose and drifted out to the

harbour entrance. Peter had woken up, taken in the anchor, rowed back and
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reanchored. Without even waking me. This he told me as I gazed at the surf

crashing on the rocks outside. I was more than grateful. But usually the

anchor dug in firmly in gales, and would not uproot even though Calypso tried

to sail all over the harbour. She likes tacking into the wind using the big

nylon tent as a sail.

We were splendidly entertained by Pierre Deguy and his English wife.

Pierre was our contact at Quiberon - and turned out to be a young, enthusiastic

and influential director of the Marina at Port Haliguen which is a few miles

up the coast from Port Maria. Port Haliguen is the first harbour of its kind

in France, and the finest yacht harbour I have ever seen.

On the 15 August we managed to sail round from Port Maria to Port Haliguen -

a rough passage in the turbulent waters off the peninsula.

This was the first we saw of the Atlantic seas which were to trouble us

nearly all the way to Bordeaux. The waves kicked Calypso on to the plane, arxd

she was often surfing along, throwing up sheets of spray from her bouncing bows.

Calypso was packed to the gunwhales with equipment and provisions so that she

did not lift on to the plane easily.

IWhen we arrived,Pierre dragged us off to the yacht club where the champ-

agne flowed amongst much cheering and congratulations - rather an ordeal. We

were later interviewed and photographed by the newspaper Ouest France.

The next morning Pierre told us that the forecast was Force 6, and there

was a 'petite depression" approaching. This was better than the previous five

days forecasts and Pierre encouraged us to take our opportunity. He doubted

our ability to reach Bordeaux before the winter unless we pushed on.

Our friends in Quiberon wished us "bon voyage' and we set off on a fast

broad reach hoping to reach Ile de Yeu by nightfall. We passed Ile de Houat

and Ile Hoedick with sails flogging in a squall and shortly afterwards had to



reef as the wind came round on to the beam and freshened. The R.D.F. vins

being temperamental and Peter could not pick up the 1355 forecast. All he

heard was that there was a hurricane off Spain' This was disturbing as there

were a lot of cirrus streaks sweeping across the sky and I did not know

whether they were left over from the last depression or heralded a new one.

llowever, as long as we kept well offshore, we were in no immediate danger.

Visibility was excellent, and the land was below the horizon which gave me

confidence as I hate lee shores. The navigation received a blow however, when

we failed to sight Ouest Basse Capelle Buoy which we had been steering for.

There was a large ship stationary where we expected the buoy to be, and a glance

through the binoculars confirmed that it was actualiy replacing the buoy.

By the time we had passed this at 1430, there was a large swell running,

very long but steep and breaking at the crests so that Calypso often had to

be luffed into them. This reminded me of the frightening seas Calypso met two

years ago in the Channel on her first offshore cruise, as a result of which we

now have a special spray cover. This really proved its worth, thwarting the

progress of the heavier seas as they swept over the bows. I should have real-

ized the significance of the increasing swell.

At 1758 I listened to the forecast at the helm. Reception was poor, but

I was able to pick out two words: "Biscay...seven...". Peter had just finished

stowing away the R.D.F. in it's clip under the foredeck when we were hit by a

fierce squall. I just managed to let the sheets fly and yell 'Down main" as

Peter uncleated the halyard and had it down in seconds - just in time. The

big squall upwind of us had arrived. Then we both sat out as the flogging jib

heeled Calypso over and the wind whipped the tops off the waves. Peter set up

the warp reel and drogue. We might have to ride it out, but the worst was soon

over and we got the jib sheet in and continued on our course for Ile de Yeu.
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lHalf an hour later we realized that this was a squall with a difference.

The western horizon was still darkening and the rest of the sky becoming

uglier every minute. It was soon impracticable to continue sailing beam on

to the seas. I was faced with the choice of riding it out, or running for

shelter. The mainland was about fifteen miles to leeward, but none of the

recognised harbours within fifty miles of us seemed suitable in these conditions.

But ten miles S.Y. of us lay Ile de Noirmoutier. It would be dark by the time

we were there. The waters between the island and the mainland were strewn

with rocks and reefs. But there was a lighthouse on the lee side of the island

and beyond this a beach. If we kept in the white sector, we would be clear of

off-lying rocks.

So at 1850 we bore away and Calypso began surfing down the steepening

waves towards Ile de Pilier. Peter was most impressed with Calypso and sur-

prised that she never drove her bows under, or was pooped by the large seas.

When Pilier became more visible, I noticed it had two lighthouses instead of

one as we had expected. I quickly checked this with the R.D.F. The wind was

rising inexorably. I was expecting the jib to be split in two any moment. The

sky was ominous. It was black to windward, above us were red streaks of cirrus

and to the south it was green and yellow. Soon, some ragged brown olouds

scudded low overhead and the rain began as the light faded.

By the time we picked up the white sector, we were in shallows and the

worst of the sea had broken. Calypso was planing continuously up and down waves

under only 46 Sq. feet of canvas, and the safety line on the rudderblade was

screaming like a violin string. Everything now depended on her ability to sail

to windwArd into the lee of the island. Peter had set up our"trysail adaptor -

a strip of canvas that allows the small jib to be run up the mast. I had no

idea whether it would work as we had never used it. When we headed up, I was



delighted to find she would point higher than the bearing of the light. She

was driving through sheets of spray, and the self bailer was working overtime.

The flashes of the light loomed higher and brighter in the rain which was by

now heavy and pelting hbrizontally. Soon we were round the back of it, found

a mooring, got the tent up, unstowed sleeping nags and slept. I was completely

exhausted, and Peter had done everything to prepare Calypso for a comfortable

night.

Several violent squalls woke us in the night and the next day it was

still blowing hard, so we beached Calypso and relaxed on the island. Whether

it is an island or not is a moot point as it is possiole to drive to the

mainland at low water.

Calypso was launched early the next morning, ana we beat out in a stiff

nor-westerly with seven rolls on the main-sail. When the rocks to the north

were clear, we bore away into an exciting,Droad reach, unreefing twice as the

wino moderated. In the lee of Ile de Yeu we encountered some unpleasant seas

as the swell came round each end of the island and met. By evening, conditions

were almost perfect; a good following breeze blowing, a blue sky, out of sight

or lana in excellent visibility, ana a deep olue swell so big that Calypso

sometimes surfed- down it faster than the wind causing the sails to back. Al-

most traae wind weather. We were even escorted by a school or porpoises, leap-

ing together in time with the waves, crisscrossing reet from the bows.

Peter woke me once in the night to say there was a ship on a collision

course with us. It was extremely long, and festooned with white and red lights

and far too close for comfort. My reaction was to flash our signalling lamp

a
and jam my finger on the foghorn. Peter altered course by 80 . The night was

so black that we could not make out its silhouette. We concluded it must be a

tug towing a:tanker.

When I was on watch the next morning, I witnessed an extraordinary meteor-
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ological event., For the last 24 hours,a>sou'westerly had been forecast. We

were now twenty miles west of our rhumbline in anticipation of this wind: I

was delighted to see rows of 'fair weather" cumulus come rolling up from the

west at 1030. At this time Calypso was close hauled in a sou'westerly, and

I watched fascinated as the two sets of clouds met above us. Then the

westerly cumulus started moving back in the direction they had come from. So

we had to continue close-hauled.

I rigged up a system of ropes and shock cord on the tiller to get the

dinghy to self steer with some success. At 1340, I did a radio fix and tacked

on to 070 towards the Gironde estuary. By now it was hot enough to sail in

swimming trunks - twenty miles out in the Atlantic: one of the aims of the

cruise had been fulfilled.

'UWhen we identified Le Courbic lighthouse marking the extrance to the

Gironde, Bordeaux felt very close, though still over ninety miles away. But

then we encountered a fleet of forty fishing vessels, and after the nerve

racking experience of weaving through them, we came upon hordes of jelly fish

off the Royan Narrows just before sunset. They were so numerous and large

that about a quarter of the water surface was covered with them.

Calypso was swept through two sets of overfalls in the narrows, and this

was the worst we experienced of the Gironde's notorious entrance.

The wind went round in the evening, so we were forced to 'beat up the

estuary for the night and most of the next cay. Four on, four off, short tack-

ing single handed is tiring work, but the estuary was well lit, and there was

surprisingly no shipping around. Then next morning the estuary was unexpectedly

empty. It is five miles wide, but it was so quiet that the birds couid De

heard chirping in the trees.

The wind dropped at midday, Dut the tide was fair and we drifted up the

narrowing estuary. It was very hot. Spirit rose when we saw two yachts coming
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astern, so we frantically waved ropes aid one of them gave us a tow. He

discarded us after a quarter of an hour as he had the same problem as us -

getting to Bordeaux before the tide turned in the evening, and his motor

was not powerful enough. After this, we decided waving ropes was rather

rude. With over 300 miles of inland water ways to go, we had no wish to turn

this section of the trip into a sort of canal hitch hike. But rowing in this

heat was no joke and we were very grateful when another yacht, Geyf, offered

us a tow. They insisted we were no trouble in spite of their unreliable

motor. At one time we were both towed by a customs launch!

We tied up at Bordeaux at sundown and stepped ashore for the first time

in 6oA hours. Bordeaux was one of the principal milestones on the route to

the Med. and we planned to celebrate with a meal in town, but my feet did not

want to walk more than two hundred yards. We had a superb, cheap meal in the

nearest cafe.

We woke on the morning of the 21st dripping with dew. It was foggy,

close and very hot. The morning was spent removing mast and rigging and cover

and reorganising the stowage layout, then we rowed off in the 4 knot fair tide

through Bordeaux. Pont St. Pierre was the most hair-raising bridge. We chose

the centre of the 17 small arches. Peter lined up and gave directions to me

at the oars as Calypso was swept rapidly through the arch and into the vicious

eddies the other side.

We continued rowing in half hour watches, then were given a tow by a barge

up the Garonne to the beginning of the canal at Castets. The treelined river

gradually narrowed giving one a pronounced feeling of getting further and

further inland.

We shared the first lock with the barge, then anchored stern-to and kipped

under the stars.

Up at 0630 and we rowed to the second lock where our Permis de Circulation
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was examined and stamped for the first time. This document is essential as

it allows one through the locks free of charge. Peter towed Calypso to the

third. After this, we were Yery lucky to meet a retired English lawyer, Mr

Roach, who was taking a fast powerboat to Majorca. "Would you like a pluck -

we're going all the way to Sete?" We had previously looked on the canal trip

as something of a challenge as we were not relying on the chance of a tow

because of the small amount of barge traffic using the canal. Having looked

into second-hand outboards, and even Velos, small motorbikes - to be used on

the towpath, we decided to rely on musclepower - towing and rowing.

We were at first reluctant to accept the tow for more than fifty miles,

but as time went on we realized we were able to pull our weight by working

the locks, helping with engine maintenance and shopping. The two crew also

enjoyed each others company in the evenings. We also had on board a French

pilot which is more detailed than the Imray English guide that we both had.

Mr Roach insisted he could not feel us behind 256 h.p., so we stayed with him

nearly all the way to Sete.

The next seven days quickly developed into routine. We would start off

when the locks opened at 0630 hanging our sleeping bags and lilos over the

mast to dry in the sun as the dew was always very heavy. Between 0830 and

0900 the temperature was ideal, but from 0900 until 1800 it was strictly bath-

ing trunks only, except for an hour each side of noon.("Mad dogs and English-

men-)

The canal as far as Toulouse is called the Canal Lateral a La Garonne

and runs through pleasant agricultural scenery. The biggest highlight was cross-

ing the Garonne River on a half mile long stone aqueduct at Agen. Toulouse was

a busy, well laid out city, shaded by rows of trees. Here we joined the Canal

du Midi - one of the most outstanding engineering achievements I know. It was
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built in 1861 by de Riquet to connect the Mediterranean to the Garonne River.

Many of the locks are double, triple or quadruple, and at Fonserannes there

is a staircase of seven. With the foothills of the Pyrenees to the south and

the Massif Central to the north, the scenery is often impressive.

However, the nearer we got to the MNed. the worse the weather became. On

the 27th. the sun went behind a cloud fdr the first time in a week, and shortly

afterwards a tropical thunderstorm burst upon us. The rest of the trip was

completed in grey skies and steady drizzle. We spent the last-two nights in

the canal trying to sleep on the towpath under leaking bridges. We were

through the 153rd and last lock by 0755 on the 29th, and after passing under

our 245th bridge, parted company with our tow and prepared for a sail across

the Etang de Thau - a large salt-water lake.

This was very exciting as we were surrounded by three thunderstorms. The

wind was as gusty and unpredictable as one might expect under such conditions.

The mast was lowered again for the five bridges of Sete, and then we were in

the yacht harbour, moored within thirty yards of the Med.

My image of the Med. as a hot, stormless, tideless haven had been grad-

ually shattered during the cruise by people who had sailed in it and by study

of the Admiralty Pilot. The weather was apparently unpredictable even by the

French Meteo, the wind would either be above Force 6 or flat calm; the seas

are notoriously steep if it does blow and there is perpetual swell even in calm

weather. Marseille is no place for a yacht as it is crawling with Algerian

thieves; the Gulf of Lyons between Sete and Marseille is the most notorious

storm centre in the Med. and statistically we stood more than double the chance

of meeting a force 8 there than anywhere in the Bay of Biscay or Channel; the

Mistral often blows at Hurricane force and can last for 21 days; we had

arrived at the worst possible time of the year; and the summer so far had been
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the worst in living memory.

Some of this was told to us by a young chap who had been nayigating on

a yacht that had been wrecked two days before by a Force 6 reversing its

direction within two minutes. He also warned us of the mouth of the Rhone,

which can be very turbulent particularly after the recent heavy rain; and of

how the Mistral funnels down the Rhone valley and is very intense off the mouth.

We arrived in a forecast of Force 9, and the swell was shooting spray 3Oft.

in the air outside the harbour. This was my first view of the Med. but Peter

knows much of the coastline further east. We were both equally disgusted.

The next day the forecast was Force 11, so we continued preparing Calypso

for sea, and climbed the local mountain.

There was another "avis de tempete" on the 31st, but we were Doth fed up

with waiting, so we left. The forecast was IWNW 5-7 locally 9 off the Rhone.

Everyone advised us not to leave, or to put into the harbour before night.

Hlowever, I have a lot of confidenae in the Wayfarer's ability to run before

heavy weather. We started off reefed down in a fresh quartering breeze, then

unreefed and had an excellent planing run. Our position fixes showed Calypso

to be averaging 7 knots.

Off Epiguettes, we had to decide whether to put into one of the ports to

the north-vast, or to continue through the night. There were no ports for the

next forty miles - to the north was the Camargue. The 1915 forecast was the

same as before, and the sunset looked rather violet, Dut Peter and I were both

keen to get this notorious stretch or water over with as soon as possible. We

decided to continue.

That night I woke from my lilo on the port side floorboards to fina Calypso

going very fast in sheets of phosphorescent spray. While flashing the signall-

ing torch at a steamer, I noticed the water was brown. We were off the Rhone
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at last. Peter was doing a superb job handling her ana seemed quite confident,

but I did not like the thought of a capsize in the dark, so persuaded him to

let me drop the reefed main. Calypso was planing so tast that luffing had to

be done gently. Peter had to wait a couple or minutes before I noticed a

suitably calm area to windward for the manoeuvre. Even under jib alone she was

soon planing wildly in the rising wind, shipping water aoove bow, stern ai.d

side decks, warm where it came in solid, but cold where driven into spray.

Our powerful Elvstrom self-bailer_was feeling exceptionally thirsty - we could

not have coped with this quantity of water by pumping.

The dawn came up red, and silhouetted the mountains behind Marseille

impressively. Suddenly we realised we had nearly sailed right past Marseille.

We had somehow not seen the lights on the off-lying islands, I had forgotten

to allow for the Rhone current in our DR. Worse still. I had completely

forgotten that there is a powerful current in the same direction if a mistral

blows.

We sailed into Marseille still under jib only, for breakfast and had a

week enjoying ourselves. We bumped into Jose Bacou in the street - we had

known him tefore at Quiberon. He had heard when we arrived at Sete and had

combed the coastline for us thinking we must have put in somewhere with the

storm.

The Vieux Port is right in the town centre of Marseille and is used by

pleasure and fishing vessels only. I think it is well worth visiting. The

large commercial harbour is separate and covers five miles of coastline to the

north. For the first two days, we were moored opposite the town hall, ten

yards from the start of the' C:oupe des Alpes" motor rally wnich 'we watched. We

later met the President of the Societe Nautique arid were made honorary members

so we could moor 'alongside the floating clubhouse. This was a hub of activity
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as it was organizing the Semaine Nautique International. 
Calypso attractedmuch attention and publicity - one Paper even said we had sailed all the way

down specially to take part in the Semaine Nautique.' Unfortunately 
the week

was hampered by bad weather and mistrals; broken masts were a common sight.By this time, we were very short of money, and our staple diet was bread.
rice and watered down wine.

We met some very interesting people in Marseille: a lone German yachtsman
with his sights set on a non-stop circumnavigation; 

a Russian who had escapedfrom the Siberian salt mines by foot and lives in a mud shack on top of a cliffith no means of income or identity; Alain Gliksman who led the Solo trans-atlantic fleet much of the way until his rudder broke; an Fnglish poet who hasbeen round the Horn in a Square-rigger; 
David Thomas who was skippering Con-

I Stellation in the America's Cup trials. I was later lucky enough to have aplace crewing on One of the Twelves - Kurrewa V, which has been modified and
renamed Levrier des Mers. : was very impressed by the Baron Bich's challengefor the America's Cyp - the young crew seemed to have a lot of tcam spirit anddrive.

We did some cruising around the islands, and spent a night on a beachalongside Calypso at the end of Calanque de Sormiou - further east near Cassis.These calanques are like fjords but run parallel to the coast, so are virtually|invisible from seaward until one is almost in them. The coasts in this areawe found very impressive, and really made coming down to the JSed. worthwhile.In sharp contrast to the commercial areas further east, there was not a Sign of
civilisation anywhere on the coast or islands. Just bare white rock (and ingood weather) hot sun, deep blue skies and of course no wind. The water was so

|clear that I could easily see our mackerel spinner 68 feet underneath us.l. On the south (seaward)side 
of lle Riao, we discovered white cliffs descend-.ling 6oo feet into the sea. It was too deep to anchor, so one of us rowed whilej he other went over the side to schnorkel under the cliffs. The view underwater

I 
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was literally breathtaking. The cliffs extended under the water as far as the

eye could see. At one point there was an immense submarine canyon so deep

that the bottom was just dark blue in spite of the excellent visibility. I

also enjoyed my first view of Calypso's sleek, black graphite bottom from

underwater.

Peter left the next morning, allowing himself only three days to hitch-

hike to England. With his departure, I realized what ari excellent crew he had

been. It is a tribute to his equable temperament that in living together in

a space 8 feet by 5 for 95% of the time over six weeks, we never once had a

serious argument.

Calypso was loaded on board the Doric on September 23 and shipped home

for £25. I started hitchhiking back towards England, looking forward to sleep-

ing in a real bed for the first time in two months. Had it all been worth it?

For one whose greatest pleasures are travelling abroad and dinghy sailing, it

certainly had.

The greatest problem was navigation, and I think this would have been

greater still in a large boat. Calypso gave us no trouble at all. Her great

advantage over large boats was that she could be beached and anchored on drying

berths; we explored many areas inaccessible to keelboats. The Wayfarer has

been admirably proved as a seaboat in the capable hands of Frank Dye who has

done several cruises in Atlantic waters north of 6 0 °N.

This year we were not plagued by gear breakages - mainly because we had

time to stay in harbour in the worst weather, and also because of some 6oo

hours spent refitting. Calypso's potential is very promising, but as always in

a small, open boat at sea, the crew is the weakest link. I was fortunate indeed

in having both Barry and Peter. Though inexperienced they turned out to be

staunch and reliable crews. Perhaps Calypso was too small for the trip in that

she was knocked around a lot in the canal locks. To me, she always feels more

at home at sea.

P.R.Clutterbuck. 1969.
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